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Abstract. We describe a design for a system for mathematical theory
exploration that can be extended by implementing new reasoners using
the logical input language of the system. Such new reasoners can be
applied like the built-in reasoners, and it is possible to reason about
them, e.g. proving their soundness, within the system. This is achieved
in a practical and attractive way by adding reflection, i.e. a representation
mechanism for terms and formulae, to the system’s logical language, and
some knowledge about these entities to the system’s basic reasoners. The
approach has been evaluated using a prototypical implementation called
Mini-Tma. It will be incorporated into the Theorema system.

Introduction

Mathematical theory exploration consists not only of inventing axioms and prov-
ing theorems. Amongst other activities, it also includes the discovery of algorith-
mic ways of computing solutions to certain problems, and reasoning about such
algorithms, e.g. to verify their correctness. What is rarely recognized is that it
also includes the discovery and validation of useful techniques for proving the-
orems within a particular mathematical domain. In some cases, these reasoning
techniques might even be algorithmic, making it possible to implement and verify
a specialized theorem prover for that domain.

While various systems for automated theorem proving have been constructed
over the past years, some of them specially for mathematics, and some of them
quite powerful, they essentially treat theorem proving methods as a built-in part
of the services supplied by a system, in general allowing users only to state axioms
and theorems, and then to construct proofs for the theorems, interactively or
automatically. An extension and adaptation of the theorem proving capabilities
themselves, to incorporate knowledge about appropriate reasoning techniques
in a given domain, is only possible by stepping back from the theorem proving
activity, and modifying the theorem proving software itself, programming in
whatever language that system happens to be written.

We consider this to be limiting in two respects:



– To perform this task, which should be an integral part of the exploration
process, the user needs to switch to a different language and a radically
different way of interacting with the system. Usually it will also require an
inordinate amount of insight into the architecture of the system.

– The theorem proving procedures programmed in this way cannot be made
the object of the mathematical studies inside the system: e.g., there is no
simple way to prove the soundness of a newly written reasoner within the
system. It’s part of the system’s code, but it’s not available as part of the
system’s knowledge.

Following a proposal of Buchberger [3, 4], and as part of an ongoing effort to
redesign and reimplement the Theorema system [5], we will extend that system’s
capabilities in such a way that the definition of and the reasoning about new
theorem proving methods is possible seamlessly through the same user interface
as the more conventional tasks of mathematical theory exploration.

In this paper, we briefly outline our approach as it has been implemented
by the first author in a prototype called Mini-Tma, a Mathematica [9] program
which does not share any of the code of the current Theorema implementation.
Essentially the same approach will be followed in the upcoming new implemen-
tation of Theorema.

A more complete account of our work, including a discussion of some foun-
dational issues, and various related work, is given in [6].

The Framework

We start from the logic previously employed in the Theorema system, namely
higher-order predicate logic with sequence variables. Sequence variables [8] rep-
resent sequences of values, and are written like xs. Amongst many other uses,
sequence variables happen to be convenient in statements about terms and for-
mulae, since term construction in our logic is a variable arity operation.

In order to make reasoning about syntactic structures as attractive as pos-
sible, we build a quotation mechanism into the logic. For the representation of
symbols, we require the signature to contain a quoted version of every symbol.
Designating quotation by underlining, we write the quoted version of a as a,
the quoted version of f as f, etc. For compound terms, we reuse the function
application brackets [· · · ] for term construction. This allows us to write f[a] as
quoted form of f [a]. To further simplify reading and writing of quoted expres-
sions, Mini-Tma allows underlining a whole sub-expression as a shorthand for
recursively underlining all occurring symbols.

For variable binding operators, like quantifiers, we prefer an explicit rep-
resentation to e.g. higher-order abstract syntax. The only derivation from a
straight-forward representation is that we restrict ourselves to λ-abstraction as
the only binding operator. Thus ∀

x

p[x] is represented as

ForAll[λ[x, p[x]]]



where λ is an ordinary (quoted) symbol, that does not have any binding prop-
erties.

The logical input language can be used to write programs. The standard
computation mechanism interprets conditional equations as conditional rewrit-
ing rules. While this is the basic computation mechanism, we shall see later on
that it is possible to define new computation mechanisms in Mini-Tma.

Mini-Tma does not include a predefined concept of proving mechanism. The-
orem provers are simply realized as computation mechanisms that simplify a
formula to True if they can prove it, and return it unchanged (or maybe par-
tially simplified) otherwise.

Defining Reasoners

Since reasoners are just special computation mechanisms in Mini-Tma, we are
interested in how to add a new computation mechanism to the system. This is
done in two steps: first, using some existing computation mechanism, we define
a function that takes a (quoted) term and a set of (quoted) axioms, and returns
another (quoted) term. Then we tell the system that the defined function should
be usable as computation mechanism with a certain name.

For instance, to define a reasoner that shifts parentheses in sums to the right,
e.g. transforming the term Plus[Plus[a, b], Plus[c, d]] to Plus[a, Plus[b, Plus[c, d]]],
we start by defining a function that will transform representations of terms,
i.e. Plus[Plus[a, b], Plus[c, d]] to Plus[a, Plus[b, Plus[c, d]]]. We can do this with the
following definition:

Axioms ["shift parens", any[s, t, t1, t2, acc, l, ax , comp],
simp[t, ax , comp] = add-terms[collect[t, {}]]

collect [Plus[t1, t2], acc] = collect[t1, collect[t2, acc]]
is-symbol[t] ⇒ collect[t, acc] = cons[t, acc]
head[t] 6= Plus ⇒ collect[t, acc] = cons[t, acc]

add-terms[{}] = 0

add-terms[cons[t, {}]] = t

add-terms[cons[s, cons[t, l]]] = Plus[s, add-terms[cons[t, l]]]
]

The main function is simp, its arguments are the term t, the set of axioms ax ,
and another computation mechanism comp, which may be used to recursively
evaluate subterms. Given these axioms, we can ask the system to simplify a
term:

Compute[simp[Plus[Plus[a, b], Plus[c, d]]], {}, {}], by → ConditionalRewriting,

using → {Axioms["shift parens"], . . .}]

We are passing in dummy arguments for ax and comp, since they will be dis-
carded anyway. Mini-Tma will answer with the term Plus[a, Plus[b, Plus[c, d]]].



We can now make simp known to the system as a computation mechanism.
After typing

DeclareComputer[ShiftParens, simp, by → ConditionalRewriting,

using → {Axioms["shift parens",. . . }]

the system recognizes a new computation mechanism named ShiftParens. When
we ask it to

Compute[Plus[Plus[a, b], Plus[c, d]], by → ShiftParens]

we will receive the answer Plus[a, Plus[b, Plus[c, d]]].

Reasoning About Logic

To prove statements about the terms and formulae of the logic, we need a prover
that supports structural induction on terms, or term induction for short. An
interesting aspect is that terms in Mini-Tma, like in Theorema, can have variable
arity, and arbitrary terms can appear as the heads of complex terms. Sequence
variables are very convenient in dealing with the variable length argument lists.
Still, an induction schema needs to be employed that simultaneously performs
induction over the depth of terms, and over the lengths of argument lists. Using
the mechanism outlined in the previous section, were have implemented a simple
term induction prover within Mini-Tma’s logical input language.

Reasoning About Reasoners

At this point, it should come as no surprise that it is possible to use Mini-Tma to
reason about reasoners written in Mini-Tma. The first application that comes to
mind is proving the soundness of new reasoners: they should not be able to prove
incorrect statements. Other applications include completeness for a certain class
of problems, proving that a simplifier produces output of a certain form, etc.

Our current approach to proving soundness is to prove that anything a new
reasoner can prove is true with respect to a model semantics. Or, for a simplifier
that simplifies t to t′, that t and t′ have the same value with respect to the
semantics. This approach has also been taken in the ACL2 system [7] and its
predecessors.

Similarly to ACL2, we supply a function eval[t, β] that recursively evaluates
a term t under some assignment β that provides the meaning of symbols. To
prove the soundness of ShiftParens, we have to show

eval[simp[t, ax , comp], β] = eval[t, β]

for any term t, any ax and comp and any β with β[0] = 0 and β[Plus] = Plus.
With a strengthening of the induction hypothesis, and some adaptation of the
induction prover, Mini-Tma can prove this statement automatically.

Ultimately, we intend to improve and extend the presented approach, so that
it will be possible to successively perform the following tasks within a single
framework, using a common logical language and a single interface to the system:



1. define and prove theorems about the concept of Gröbner bases [1],
2. implement an algorithm to compute Gröbner bases,
3. prove that the implementation is correct,
4. implement a new theorem prover for statements in geometry based on co-

ordinatization, and which uses our implementation of the Gröbner bases
algorithm,

5. prove soundness of the new theorem prover, using the shown properties of
the Gröbner bases algorithm,

6. prove theorems in geometry using the new theorem prover, in the same way
as other theorem provers are used in the system.

Though the case studies performed so far are comparatively modest, we are
convinced that the outlined approach can be extended to more complex appli-
cations.
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